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Sales Price $27,498
Specifications:

Year:  2018  

VIN:  3GTP1NEC2JG222645  

Make:  GMC  

Stock:  M1683  

Model/Trim:  Sierra 1500 SLT  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  [G1W] White Frost Tricoat  

Engine:  5.3L V8 F OHV 16V 355 HP V8  

Interior:  Dark Ash w/Jet Black Accents Leather  

Transmission:  8-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  97,570  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 16 / Highway 22

**Step Up to Refined Power and Prestige with the 2018 GMC Sierra
1500 SLT Crew Cab**

Prepare to be captivated by the sheer elegance and robust
performance of the 2018 GMC Sierra 1500 SLT Crew Cab, a vehicle
that effortlessly combines luxury with rugged capability. Dressed in a
pristine white exterior, this Sierra radiates sophistication and class,
ensuring that you turn heads whether you're navigating city streets or
conquering rural landscapes.

As you slide into the spacious cabin, you'll be enveloped by the
sumptuous gray leather interior that speaks volumes of the Sierra's
commitment to comfort and style. The meticulously crafted seats offer
an inviting embrace, making every journey, whether short or long, a
delightful experience.

At the heart of this automotive marvel lies the potent EcoTec3 5.3L V8
engine, delivering a commanding 355 horsepower and 383 ft. lbs. of
torque. This powerhouse is mated to an 8-Speed Shiftable Automatic
transmission, ensuring that you have the smooth, responsive power
delivery needed to tackle any challenge the road throws your way.
Whether you're towing, hauling, or simply cruising, this Sierra moves
with a quiet confidence that is both reassuring and exhilarating.

The accolades speak for themselves. With Edmunds's Best Retained
Value: Standard Brand Honorable Mention and Kelley Blue Book's Best
Resale Value: Top 10 Models under its belt, this 2018 GMC Sierra 1500
SLT Crew Cab is not just a vehicle, it's a wise investment. These
awards reflect the Sierra's enduring quality and its ability to hold its
value over time, giving you peace of mind that your purchase is as
smart as it is emotionally satisfying.
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Step outside and admire the Sierra's bold stance, accented by striking
chrome details and commanding wheels that affirm its readiness for
action. The meticulously designed exterior is not just about aesthetics;
it's a testament to GMC's commitment to precision engineering and
aerodynamic efficiency.

This 2018 GMC Sierra 1500 SLT Crew Cab is more than just a truck -
it's a sanctuary on wheels, a powerhouse of performance, and a
statement of success. It's equipped with an array of manufacturer
options and packages that enhance its functionality and convenience,
ensuring that every drive is as enjoyable as it is comfortable.

Imagine the possibilities as you take the helm of this exceptional
vehicle. Whether you're heading out for a weekend adventure, tackling
a demanding job site, or simply enjoying the pleasure of a drive, the
Sierra 1500 SLT Crew Cab stands ready to exceed your expectations.

Don't let this opportunity pass you by. The 2018 GMC Sierra 1500 SLT
Crew Cab offers an unparalleled blend of luxury, strength, and
reliability, making it the perfect choice for discerning drivers who
demand the best. Act now and elevate your driving experience to new
heights of excellence. Your Sierra awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/02/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

2018 GMC Sierra 1500 SLT 

Snapshot

2018 GMC SIERRA 1500 SLT

Accident reported: minor to moderate damage

MINOR MODERATE SEVERE

15 Service history
records

3 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

97,570 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://addisonautoplex.com/vehicle/7299240/2018-gmc-sierra-1500-slt-addison-tx-75001/7299240/ebrochure
https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=3GTP1NEC2JG222645&source=BUP
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front 

- Steering wheel trim: leather - Adjustable pedals: power - Ambient lighting 

- Capless fuel filler system - Cruise control - Memorized settings: 2 driver 

- Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): 115V - Power steering 

- Rearview mirror: auto-dimming - Remote engine start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  

- Universal remote transmitter: garage door opener  - Clock - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer - Driver seat: heated  

- Driver seat power adjustments: 10  - Front seat type: 40-20-40 split bench  

- Passenger seat: heated  - Passenger seat power adjustments: 10  

- Rear seat folding: folds up  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: leather-trimmed

Exterior

- Active grille shutters - Body side moldings: chrome - Door handle color: chrome 

- Front bumper color: chrome - Mirror color: chrome - Pickup bed light: LED 

- Tailgate: lift assist - Daytime running lights: LED - Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  

- Front fog lights: LED - Taillights: LED - Side mirror adjustments: power 

- Side mirrors: driver side auto-dimming - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: polished aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows - Tinted glass - Window defogger: rear

 

Option Packages

Factory Installed Packages

*Est. payment based on vehicle price (excluding taxes and fees) and associated lender rates for qualified buyers, term length and any associated trade-in equity or down payment

from buyer. Contingent upon seller's acceptance of these terms. Terms may vary.
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-$1,250
SLT Crew Cab Premium Plus Package Discount

-$1,250
Option Packages Total
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